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Gill Weston, Chair of Trustees
We are fast approaching the end of term and I’m sure that everyone involved with Learn-AT is ready
for a break. As I follow our schools on Twitter I can see that there is so much fantastic work going on
and we have many successes to celebrate. I would especially like to congratulate staff, pupils and
governors at St Andrew’s North Kilworth on a successful inspection, and at Husbands Bosworth on a
successful SIAMS inspection: well done to both schools.
At the beginning of March, leaders met with trustees and chairs of local governing bodies to
consider our strategic approach to trust growth and development. We know that the trust continues
to build a strong reputation and is well regarded in the region, but we also know that we need to
communicate a strong, compelling message about our beliefs and ambition. We worked on some
core principles which reflected the ethos of the trust which are summed up in three simple
statements:

we believe…; we care about…; we promise…

These statements, once finalised, will be shared in all schools, helping to promote our shared
aspirations for children and adults working and learning in fellowship across the trust. We look
forward to sharing them with you.

In the meantime, thank you all for your continued commitment to children and families in the trust. I
wish you a restful Easter break.

Stef Edwards, CEO
It’s such a pleasure to share with everyone a small selection of the exciting activities pupils in all our
Learn-AT schools have been engaged in over the last term. It’s humbling to think of the lengths our
dedicated staff go to, to inspire and engage their pupils in the curriculum and to promote their wellbeing and their enjoyment of education. School days are full of non-stop energy and activity from
the opening to the closing bell. This newsletter presents just a flavour of school life for our pupils – I
hope you enjoy reading it.
This term I thought I’d tell you a little bit about what has been happening behind the scenes – in
staff development and professional learning. Like the members of any profession, educators
continue to learn throughout their careers. Learn-AT places a high priority on that learning and the
range of opportunities we can offer members of staff is growing.
Learn-AT teachers meet to develop their specialist subject knowledge and their teaching expertise
every half term. They attend courses provided by Learn-AT Teaching School; this term on Maths,
phonics and spelling, next term on curriculum design and assessment. There are development days
for middle and senior leaders, and network groups for Teaching Assistants, Premises Managers,
Office Managers, Safeguarding Leads, Curriculum Leaders and SENCos.
We are delighted that several colleagues have been accepted to study for higher degrees in
educational leadership, HR and IT as part of the national apprenticeship programme. Earlier this year,
two Learn-AT colleagues, Alan Eathorne, headteacher at Husbands Bosworth CE Primary School, and
Sarah Walker, teacher at Great Bowden Academy and English Lead Practiti oner, were accredited as
Evidence Leads in Education by Kyra Research School. This means they will be able to support the
development of further, high-quality, evidence-informed training for staff in Learn-AT and beyond.
Teachers across the trust are taking part in Lesson Study, where they work together in small teams
to learn more about an area of teaching, then put it into practice in a lesson, together, to study the
impact on pupil learning. In March, teachers from as far away as Watford and Ashby de la Zouch (!)
joined Learn-AT at Lubenham All Saints CE Primary School for the Spring meeting of the Chartered
College of Teaching’s National Lesson Study Network.
Experienced, expert teachers are coaching inexperienced teachers. Headteachers are supporting
each other; teachers from different schools are working together, sharing staff meetings and
collaborative projects. Through our Peer Review project, leaders at all levels are learning together
about how to use evidence to inform school evaluation and improvement planning.
Learn-AT puts this strong emphasis on professional learning because we know that the thing that
makes the biggest difference to the quality of pupils’ education, and their choices and chances in life,
is high quality teaching. It’s wonderful to see that hard and determined work bearing fruit in the
smiling faces of children, happy in their learning.
Thank you all so much for your support.
I wish you a restful and Happy Easter break.

Blaby Stokes CE Primary School

Sporting success
Blaby Stokes Striders Race Walking Team finished in first place in the team competition of the Chris
Smith League, winning the trophy for the ninth time and 36 points ahead of the second placed team.
This is a fantastic result for a team that is relatively young and inexperienced and we are very proud
of them.
Three of our Year 3 and 4 pupils were selected to represent the Blaby area at the County Cross
Country competition in March. They did very well, finishing 5th, 25th and 58th in their races.
Three children in Year 5 represented Leicestershire in the National Primary Cross Country Finals.
Sophy and Georgia finished 267th and 289th out of over 400 of the best girls from all over the
country. Josh A came 2nd out of 400 of the best boys in the country, which is an incredible
achievement.

Science Week
To compliment Science Week in school we have recently had a visit from the Mobile Planetarium. All
year groups in the school got to see a show about space and the planets. Year 4 absolutely loved it
and were very enthusiastic about it, Connie Fitzpatrick wrote;
"It was on the 14th March, for Science Week we had a visit from the Wonderdome, we learnt about
the solar system, the galaxy, the first man on the moon and NASA. My favourite bit was when it took
you into the photographs. I think everybody really enjoyed it."

Many thanks to the PTA who funded the whole visit, it really helped all the children appreciate how
much, and how little, we know about Space. Children in our group asked loads of questions and
were really interested to see a different perspective on how we view our world.

Beat the Streets Blaby
Our staff and pupils have been getting active by playing the Beat the Streets game which encourages
families to walk or cycle more. Special 'beat boxes' have been installed all around the local area and
each child has a fob which they tap on every boxes that they pass on their route to earn points for
the school team. Since the game started on 27th February our pupils and their families have walked
an amazing 4,809.5 miles, putting us in fourth place out of the 28 schools taking part.

Church Langton CE Primary School

Royal Opera House visit
Year 6 were lucky enough to obtain tickets to the Royal Opera House in Covent Garden this half term.
They watched a contemporary opera called The Monstrous Child by Gavin Higgins, which was
adapted by author Francesca Simon from her own novel. Puppetry and the inspiration of the Norse
landscape contribute to the theatrical spectacle about Hel, the daughter of Norse God Loki and the
giantess Angrboda. The class were delighted to have the chance to experience an art form that many
had not encountered before. We also followed this up with an arts project where the children
created shadow puppets of gods and acted out elements of the opera.

Year 4 Residential
A regular highlight of the year is the residential trip that Year 4 enjoy at Rock UK in Irthlingborough.
The three day trip involved the children taking on a range of challenges, including raft building, the
nightline walk and abseiling. During their assembly to the rest of the school and parents the children
shared their favourite elements with the King Swing being mentioned regularly. The experience of
being raised up in the air to gain a fantastic view of the valley before the swinging down was a big
achievement for many. The trip also involved a number of sessions based on Bible stories including
Above and Beyond, learning about the work of a charity who support remote communities around
the world. A great residential trip for the class, thank you to the staff who gave up their time to run
the trip.

Art Project
We have been looking at cities, buildings and houses in our Art lessons this term. Each year group
has worked on their own project and have experienced working with a variety of media. Year 1
created colourful paper collages of a cityscape and Year 2 painted and collaged skyscrapers based on
a painting by Georgia O'Keeffe.
Year 3 have been busy drawing LS Lowry industrial scenes and making 2D cardboard houses. They
also made beautiful clay houses that can be used as tea light holders. Year 4 made 3D cities out of
boxes, each house had windows carpets and furniture. Year 5 made WWII Anderson shelters with a
wooden frame constructed by the children. This involved sawing wooden doweling and gluing the
frames together.
Year 6 designed and built outrageous and fun 3D model chairs, their creations involved using a broad
mix of materials from wire and mod rock to textiles and sparkles!

Great Bowden CE Academy

Charles Darwin
Year 6 have been learning about Charles Darwin and Evolution, adaptation and natural
selection. They have been finding out about his voyage on the HMS Beagle and his discoveries on
the Galapagos Islands. They produced some wonderful artwork - pencil sketches of some of the
animals Darwin studied such as tortoises and finches.

Year 1 and 2 UK project

Year 1 and 2 have been busy learning about the United Kingdom and London. The children are
getting rather knowledgeable about capital cities and landmarks! Year 1 conducted a mini tour of
London in the hall for Year 4/5; they visited mini landmarks and the tour even included a visit from
the queen (Mrs Cole one of our TAs!). The amazing writers of Year 2 have written guides for the UK

as well as a poem about the streets of London in 1666, inspired by the architecture before the Great
Fire of London.

The Pod
The “pod” outside class 3/4 and 6 has had a bit of a makeover! One of our Teaching Assistants has
worked hard to create an area for children to sit and read or colour and draw or play quieter games
during lunchtimes. The transformation has been a big hit with all of the children and we are all
incredibly grateful to our teaching assistant! We were able to carry out the work on the pod thanks
to money from the PTA. The PTA has also paid for some new playground equipment for the children
to use at lunchtimes which has been gratefully received

Husbands Bosworth CE Primary School

Young Voices
In January some of our Key Stage 2 children attended the Young Voices concert in Birmingham. They
have been rehearsing for several weeks and so the concert is the chance to join with hundreds of
other children to sing. The children loved this experience and their behaviour was impeccable. A
huge thank you to Mrs Vickers and Ms Cooper for taking the children - I know the two of them
particularly enjoyed Tony Hadley's performance as well as the children's.

In February we had a major success in sport. Our Year 5 and 6 Girls' football team played brilliantly
to finish runners up in the Lutterworth school's football tournament. Having won two of the group
games, the girls then won the semi finals after a tense penalty shoot out. In the final the girls lost a

close game 1-0. Throughout they showed respect towards their opponents and played with a smile
on their face. We are really proud of them and my favourite quote from one of the girls was 'We
actually made the final, final? Not the losers final?' - they were surprised at just how well they did.
In March the whole school took part in a dance workshop linked to Roald Dahl stories. The children
enjoyed learning how to turn a narrative into dance. They all loved this experience and particularly
enjoyed sharing their final dances to the other classes at the end of the day.

Lubenham All Saints CE Primary School

Robins
What a busy term we have had in Robins Class learning about places around the world! It has been
great fun finding out where our friends and family live both in the UK and around the world . The
class have connections in so many different places. We have been very excited to see that Spring has
finally arrived and we have been outside looking for signs that the seasons are changing. In RE we
have been learning about Judaism and we went to Leicester Synagogue to see some of the things we
have been learning about at first hand. On World Book Day Robins looked amazing in their costumes
and made some fabulous ‘Book in a Box’ models

Blackbirds
In English, we have been learning how to write information texts, adventure stories and letters. As a
class we used the Flat Stanley stories as a stimulus to write an adventure story. The children are
becoming more confident when explaining their reasoning in maths. We have completed tasks
involving multiplication, division, shape and fractions. In Science we have been investigating

Magnets and Forces during our science afternoons and having a great time finding different
materials that are magnetic and non-magnetic.In Religious Education we have been learning about
Judaism. As part of this topic we learned about Jewish beliefs, traditions and their place of worshi p.
The children had the opportunity to visit a Synagogue in Leicester where they met a member of the
Jewish community who also works there.

Swallows
Swallow class have been learning about the Shang Dynasty and creating clay models of Chinese
Toatie. They then moved onto a new topic, “Passport to the World” and have been learning about
countries and continents. The boys have had 6 weeks of Martial Arts Lessons, where they learnt
new moves and thoroughly enjoyed. In science they learnt about Newton’s theory of gravity and
were astonished by Galileo’s findings when dropping objects of different masses. Finally 9 of the
class attended the Greatest Showman Dance Festival at Robert Smyth whey they all enjoyed.

Swifts
We started the year by learning about the Ancient Chinese Shang Dynasty. We looked at portal
stories in literacy and wrote our own story about a child who got transported to Shang times whilst
on a school trip. We explored the art of the Shang, in particular looking at taotie (monster face)
designs, and created clay face plaques in the Shang style. In maths, we finished exploring fractions
and moved on to looking at decimals and percentages, followed by finding out about angles in
different shapes. Our LADS enjoyed an exciting morning at Harborough Leisure Centre trying out a
range of different sports; archery proved a favourite, with everyone trying to score a bull ’s eye! In
the run-up to World Book Day in March, we read the prologue to The Nowhere Emporium by Ross
MacKenzie

Market Harborough CE Primary School

Plastic Pollution
Year 5 have been studying the outrageous consequences of plastic pollution and have been
motivated to help protect our planet. What better way to feel inspired than by studying Planet
Earth's number one ambassador Sir David Attenborough. We worked hard to create biographies
about this inspiring man and we were pleased with the results. However, our teachers were not the
only people we impressed – David Attenborough thought they were so fabulous, he wrote to us to
let us know!

Languages Week
Nǐ hǎo from Market Harborough C of E Academy! KS2 children have been immersed in learning
Mandarin this week. As well as learning numbers and basic greetings, we learnt about the culture
and geography of China. The afternoons were spent tasting authentic Chinese food and creating
fabulous oriental art pieces. We were lucky to have one of our parents, Mrs Chen, spend the
mornings with us to help with the language teaching and to bring China into our classrooms. As the
owner of a local takeaway she also kindly supplied all of the delicious food for the children to try.

Cross Country and Boccia

Nine children from Market Harborough C of E were selected to represent The Harborough District in
the Regional Finals at Prestwold Hall this month. It was a huge event with some races having over
300 runners! The top result for MHCE was Freddy Stiles from Year 3 who came 30th.

For the first time, C of E entered the Boccia competition at Robert Smyth. We were well represented
with two teams of children from years 5 and 6. The children had never played Boccia before so to
come away with 3rd and 4th out of eight teams in total, was a fantastic achievement!
A team from Year 6 were invited to play basketball at The Morningside Arena in Leicester this month
- home of Leicester Riders. It was a long but exciting day as the children also watched the
professional team play in the evening.
Our Division 1 Boys Football team played at Harborough Town FC last week, finishing 1st from the
Learn-AT trust. We have taken 4 teams from KS2 to play tag rugby at MHRUFC recently. Our A teams
played brilliantly and our development teams finished 2nd and 3rd overall.

Meadowdale Primary School

School Council
We have been working hard this year to develop the role of our School Council. Each class in KS2
elect their own representatives and the FS and KS1 classes also have a KS2 chi ld representing them.
As well as weekly meetings, the School Council has taken part in a number of special projects
including being involved in the launch of the Harborough Plastics Pledge in January. The School
Council members were asked to save all of the plastic waste that their families recycle or throw
away over the course of a normal week, which was used to create a visual reminder in the Market
Hall of how much single-use plastic we all use.

The children also visited the Harborough Council chamber in February, where they were met by the
chairman Councillor Lesley Bowles and the leader of the council Councillor Neil Bannister who both
explained their roles and answered questions the children had. They then took part in a mock
council meeting - four members of the school council had prepared speeches giving the arguments
for and against wearing school uniform followed by a debate and a vote. The children were
extremely articulate and mature and made very good points on both sides of the issue. It was a
fantastic opportunity to see how democracy works in our town.
The School Council are very excited to be visiting the Houses of Parliament in May to find out more
about how national government works.

Leicestershire Wildlife Hospital
Our School Council have chosen Leicestershire Wildlife Hospital as our charity for this year. We have
been raising money for the Hospital through dress down days and other fundraising events, and our
families have also been donating old towels, cleaning products and other items requested by the
Hospital. Staff from the Hospital visited our school to work with the School Council on making our
grounds more wildlife-friendly.

Referee visit
Premier League Referee John Brooks visited Meadowdale in February to work with our Year 5 and 6
pupils on communication, teamwork and respect. The children learned about the equipment used to
officiate a match before designing their own modifications to make the job easier!

Red Hill Field Primary School

Teddies on Tour

On a sunny day in March, 42 very excited Year 2 children dressed as pirates took a coach to
Beaumanor Hall for their highly anticipated ‘Teddies on Tour’ Residential Trip. Once there, they took
part in a full day of pirate-themed activities including following a treasure map to get to the cavern
for biscuits, carrying their cups of ‘grog’ across an obstacle course and shooting ‘cannonballs’ into
targets. After a delicious dinner of chicken pie, the children enjoyed getting warm by the camp fire,
followed by a bedtime story with their teddies. The following day was Gruffalo-themed, with den
building, tree climbing and games. At the end of the day, many of the exhausted children (and
several equally tired staff members) fell asleep on the coach on the way home!

World Book Day
For World Book Day this year, we had the theme ‘A cover is not the book, so open it up and take a
look’ inspired by a song in the recent Mary Poppins film. We invited parents into school to share a
book with their child, and children were invited to take part in a blind book raffle, which gave them
the opportunity to read something that they might not usually choose. However, the highlight of the
day was the Red Hill Field World Book Day Video Quiz, where all members of staff were filmed,
giving a clue to their favourite book and children had to guess the titles. The winning entries all won
book vouchers for their efforts.

Fundraising
We have been delighted by the generous donations from parents and enthusiasm shown by children
for the recent fundraising events held in school. On Red Nose Day, we held a non -uniform day in
exchange for donations which could be made in school or online. We have also taken part in a
national fundraising event for Brain Tumour Research following a request to do so from a family in
school who have been sadly affected by this illness. Children were invited to wear a hat to school
and donate to Brain Tumour Research. This also coincided with our annual ‘mum’s to school’ event
in honour of Mother’s Day with plenty of mums joining in with the hat wearing. We also sold wrist
bands and pin badges on the school gate and raised nearly £500. We also supported World Down
Syndrome day by asking children to come in to school wearing brightly coloured odd socks.

Ridgeway Primary Academy

Science Conference
Back in January, 30 children from Ridgeway took part in the STEM Conference at Robert Smyth. This
annual event allows children from KS2 to experience a wide range of science activities in real science
laboratories. The workshops ranged from being forensic scientists, to finding out about extreme cold
and what light is made of. They were also treated to an amazing talk by Suzie Imber, a planetary
scientist from the University of Leicester, who won the BBC competition for budding astronauts ‘Have you got what it takes?’ The children left the event buzzing about their experiences and very
excited about science.

Jack and the Beanstalk
Reception arrived back after half term to find a strange plant growing in our classrooms. We looked
outside for clues about where it came from and where it could lead. Some of us thought it might be
a beanstalk and some of us thought it was a vine from a jungle. At the end of the beanstalk we found
a bag with a giant knife and fork, a golden harp, some golden eggs and some golden beans inside. It
was then that we realised that it must have dropped down from the Giant’s house in the clouds.We
listened to the story and have been retelling the story using actions, we have also thought of
adjectives to describe the giant, written wanted posters and painted pictures of the characters. This
week we are thinking about what materials would be good to use for an axe to chop d own the
beanstalk, a bag to hold the harp and the eggs and a shed for Daisy the cow.

School Council
The School Council are busy making lots of decisions which will impact on the life of the school. They
have been thinking about the wooded area up by the top classrooms. They have a design, and are
now in the process of pricing up the things they would like. When completed, this will be presented
to the Friend of Ridgeway Academy so that a calm quiet area can be created for the children to sit in,
and for classes to use during lessons.
The Council also discussed the active travel month which is happening across March and April. They
were keen to see that the Star Walker prizes could be incorporated into this as an incentive for
children to be as active as possible when coming to school during that month.
The School Council have started to think about having Buddy Zones at playtime and dinner times for
those children who may find they are on their own. The Council members will take this back to their

classes to canvas for volunteers to become buddies on a rota basis. They hope in the future, that
‘Buddy Seats’ can be purchased for these zones and are keen to fundraise the money if necessary.
Lastly, the Council began to think about single use plastics, and are keen to reduce these, especial ly
at playtime and dinner time. They will be preparing a letter to parents outlining how they want to
reduce the use of plastics in school which will come out towards the end of this term once it has
been agreed by the Council.

St Andrew's CE Primary School, North Kilworth

Acorn class have been learning about the continents of the world. The children have learned songs
about different continents and oceans. The children have found out about the UK and countries both
in Europe and further afield.
In Maths lessons the children have been learning about the greater than and less than sign. The
children have been using their problem solving skills to solve real life problems.
In forest schools the children have been both exploring the school grounds as well as learning new
skill. The children have started to use saws to cut wood and have made different pieces of jewellery
making their own wooden beads! The children have helped to clear and create the new woodland
trail.

The children in willow have had an incredibly busy term! We had a fantastic experience travelling
back in time to the Victorian era and learnt about what it was like to be a child at school with a
special day that saw Willow transferred into a Victorian classroom. We got into character with our
pinafores, waistcoats and hats and learnt about the 3Rs whilst using ink and calligraphy pens to
practise our handwriting. In the afternoon we explored the games and toys Victorian children would
have played with, from boxing to skipping.
With our creative skills flowing Willow were inspired by Victorian hobbies by designing and creating
hand puppets whilst learning a variety of sewing techniques such as the running stich.
Still in character we stepped in time to Lutterworth Dance Festival with our Mary Poppins routine
choreographed by Willow themselves. We even found possible future technicians amongst those we
were unable to perform on the day. All the children had a great time and were an inspiration when
showcasing their dance alongside many other schools. They were all ‘practically perfect in everyway’.

In Maple our topics have inspired the children to complete both creative writing and non - fiction
writing. The class found the topic of Ancient China fascinating and this led to newspaper report s as
well as work linked to the Chinese New Year. We were extremely fortunate in having a visit from Mrs
Fisher who gave the children a wonderful retelling of the Chinese New Year story followed by the
children making delicious dumplings. It was a great way to introduce the Chinese culture to the
class!
Grammar, spellings and handwriting are taught regularly and pupils are constantly encouraged to
link these to their independent writing. In Maths, we have been focussing on Multiplication and
Division whilst securing our knowledge of times tables. The topic, fractions, is being covered at the
moment with a keen commitment to reasoning and problem based questions. The children are
developing their skills in this area and responding well to the challenges.

Spring has been a busy time for sporting events, that many of the children have participated in. We
have placed third overall in the Netball League, TAG Rugby and the Dodgeball (Level 2) tournament;
joint seventh in the Basketball (Level 2) tournament, where we competed against the top seven
schools in South Leicestershire; fourth at the Quicksitcks tournament and three children from Oak
were invited to attend the Cross Country Nationals Race at Prestwold Hall. Our children have
continuously made us proud of their efforts and in the way they support one another as a team.
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